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Abstract: Spin-Hall-effect nano-oscillators are promising beyond the CMOS devices currently avail-
able, and can potentially be used to emulate the functioning of neurons in computational neuromor-
phic systems. As they oscillate in the 4–20 GHz range, they could potentially be used for building
highly accelerated neural hardware platforms. However, due to their extremely low signal level and
high impedance at their output, as well as their microwave-range operating frequency, discerning
whether the SHNO is oscillating or not carries a great challenge when its state read-out circuit is
implemented using CMOS technologies. This paper presents the first CMOS front-end read-out
circuitry, implemented in 180 nm, working at a SHNO oscillation frequency up to 4.7 GHz, managing
to discern SHNO amplitudes of 100 µV even for an impedance as large as 300 Ω and a noise figure
of 5.3 dB300 Ω. A design flow of this front end is presented, as well as the architecture of each of its
blocks. The study of the low-noise amplifier is deepened for its intrinsic difficulties in the design,
satisfying the characteristics of SHNOs.

Keywords: neuromorphic; SHNO; spin-hall oscillators; frond-end; RF; LNA; mixer; CMOS

1. Introduction

Computers have become essential to all aspects of modern life—from process controls,
engineering, and science to entertainment and communications—and are omnipresent all
over the globe. Currently, about 5–15% of the world’s energy is spent in some form of
data manipulation, transmission, or processing, and thus its reduction is of paramount
importance [1].

Parallel computing is presently one of the ultimate solutions to cope with problems
where the Von Neumann approach is no longer valid for manifold reasons, including
prohibitive power consumption and limited data processing due to memory–CPU data
transfers. One powerful flavor of parallel computing is reflected presently in the neuromor-
phic computing system paradigm.

Neuromorphic computing [2] describes the use of very-large-scale integration systems
containing electronic data, event-driven circuits to mimic neuro-biological architectures
present in the nervous system. It overcomes the limitation of the word-at-a-time thinking of
conventional computers by doing massive parallel data processing, similar to the brain, by
co-locating data-storage and data-processing elements. Improvements in CMOS technology
enable, presently, mass-produced chip processors with over 5 billion transistors per die to
exist which feature 10-nm sizes with an unimaginable power consumption reduction per
device. These CMOS enhancements, as well as the advances in materials and emerging
nano-devices, have made possible a revolution in parallel computing, which is reflected in
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neuromorphic computing systems (NCS). One recent accomplishment in this field has come
from IBM research, namely a biologically inspired chip (“TrueNorth”) that implements
one million spiking neurons and 256 million synapses on a chip with 5.5 billion transistors
with a typical power draw of 70 milliwatts. As impressive as this system is, if scaled
up to the size of the human brain, it is still about 10,000 times more power intensive. A
similar approach is taken by the Intel Loihi processor, which additionally includes learning
capability [3,4].

However, despite NCS built with CMOS technologies achieving good results, the
short-term range of physical limits of CMOS will cause that many CMOS NCS applications
to be unfeasible due to prohibitive power figures, silicon area or frequency limitations.
Fortunately, several groups worldwide are studying new approaches to overcome these
CMOS drawbacks. These problems are being addressed using beyond-CMOS technologies.
For non-CMOS synapses, memristors are used for this purpose due to programmability be-
ing currently under extensive research. Furthermore, for non-CMOS neurons, alternatives
such as Magnetic Tunneling Junctions are being investigated. In particular, an interesting
novel option for non-CMOS neurons is to use weighted nano-oscillators in, for instance, the
flavors of weighted mutually synchronized nano-constriction spin-Hall nano-oscillators
(SHNOs) [5,6].

SHNOs have recently aroused a lot of interest compared to other oscillators of their
kind (i.e., STNOs) due to the straightforward fabrication of their simple structure, frequency
tunability in a wide range, optical access and freedom in layer and layout selection [7–10].
Thanks to their particular potential to become synchronized in 1D chains [5] and 2D
arrays [11], SHNOs have turned into a great candidate for several applications such as
wireless communication [12], signal generation [13] and novel computation schemes, such
as neuromorphic computing [14–16].

Given the characteristics of these nano-oscillators, they allow an increment in the fre-
quency of operation of the whole neural network, reaching the GHz range while potentially
reducing drastically the consumption of the NCS by orders of magnitude.

To detect whether the nano-oscillators are on or not, a system that performs this
detection is necessary. In this work, we propose an implementation of a CMOS front end
that works in the GHz environment and detects very low-amplitude signals.

The scheme representing the feed-forward neural network using the SHNOs together
with the individual front ends is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 describes the electrical
characteristics of the SHNO, used as the specifications of the front end to be designed.
Section 4 goes in depth, describing the architecture of the chosen front end and those of the
blocks that compose it. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 give the front-end designed characteristics
and the conclusions, respectively.

2. NCS Scheme

Considering the novel idea of building an NCS with SHNO neurons and memristive
synapses [17], and CMOS front-end interface, in this paper, we present the radiofrequency
front-end (RF-FE) architecture placed after the SHNOs of the NCS, as sketched in Figure 1.
The first layer of the system, contained in the light blue box of Figure 1 comprises a neural
network (NN) and the CMOS RF-FE. The NCS receives m input signals, which are injected
into the NN. The NN has p SHNOs neurons with their synapses. Since the SHNOs work at
RF frequencies, each of the outputs of the NN must be carefully processed in the p RF-FEs,
to continuously detect the state of the SHNO (on or off). Other implementations of NN,
such as the one shown in [18], can be used here, substituting the neuron for the SHNO, and
then using the RF-FE presented here to read its state.
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Figure 1. Feed-forward neural network implemented in SHNOs [17] with its p RF-FE blocks.

A homogeneous integration of the SHNOs, the memristors, and the front-end circuitry
was adopted to make the overall system area much smaller. This is one of the main
specifications of our RF-FE because it forces the technology to be the same as that used to
manufacture the SHNOs. In this design, it is a 180 nm CMOS node, which, as will be seen,
affects the RF-FE performance.

3. SHNO Electrical Model

The electrical characteristics of the SHNO strongly determine the specifications of the
RF-FE. In this section, we present the simplified SHNO electrical model used in the FE
design. Due to the novelty in the SHNO device, its electrical model has not been exten-
sively developed yet. In this work, the model used is derived from SHNO experimental
characterization architectures created by the University of Gothenburg [11].

The SHNO electrical model used in this work corresponds to a sinusoidal voltage
source, VSHNO(t), in series with a complex output impedance, ZSHNO (Thevenin’s model).
Available output power, PSHNO, and oscillation frequency, fSHNO, are fixed by SHNO
nanomaterial used in the fabrication procedure, the applied magnetic field, H, and the
electrical operation point given by its bias current, IB,SHNO. From extracted measurements
in a setup such as that of Figure 2, typical values for oscillator parameters are around
PSHNO ≈ −65 dBm, ZSHNO ≈ 300 + 0j Ω, and fSHNO ≈ 5 GHz. Despite the excellent
capability of SHNOs in high-frequency signal generation (up to 22 GHz [19]), due to the
limitations in the CMOS-FE circuitry in conjunction with the high value of ZSHNO, SHNO
operating conditions are modified to oscillate at a lower frequency, such as 4 GHz. Under
these conditions, the expected peak voltage values for oscillations entering in the RF-FE
in the case of considering a standard input impedance of Zin,FE = 50 Ω will be around
Vin,FE ≈ 100 µVpk.

Regarding electronic noise, considering the values estimated in the preliminary char-
acterization experiments, we will consider an additive white-noise model with very low
densities, around NSHNO,(SSB) ≈ −160 dBm/Hz. This value leaves enough room for the
RF-FE noise figure.
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Figure 2. SHNO parameters, simplified scheme of the oscillator under test, at a fixed external
magnetic field and IB,SHNO, and the measurement setup are shown.

4. RF Front End

Contrary to what happens in RF communications systems receivers, where not only
the system gain is important but also parameters such as nonlinearity (e.g., the IIP3) or
very low-noise figures [20], in this application, as it is only necessary to detect whether
or not the SHNO is oscillating with a sufficient output power, it is unnecessary to exactly
detect the amplitude, frequency and phase of the SHNO output. This fact implies that
no limitation is imposed on the nonlinearity of the RF-FE (e.g., the IIP3), simplifying the
design of the blocks that compose it.

This is the first time that the design of a CMOS circuit to detect the signal at the output
of a SHNO is addressed, and it implies the possible existence of several solutions to realize
this sensing front end, which is, in itself, an area of study. With the above considerations,
we propose the front-end architecture presented inside the blue box of Figure 3, based on a
super-heterodyne receiver architecture [20].
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The choice of a super-heterodyne system, as opposed to a zero-IF or low-IF
heterodyne [21] system, is justified by the following. On one hand, the working fre-
quency of the SHNO, fSHNO, has a certain drift in time, which would not allow the exact
translation of the frequency to zero Hz or to intermediate-frequency, fIF. On the other hand,
a zero-IF or low-IF system cannot be used because the large power difference between the
SHNO signal, PSHNO, and that of the local oscillator, PLO, and its noise, would cause the
signal to be hidden under the noise of the local oscillation (LO). In addition, finally, we
wanted to take advantage of the high working frequency of the SHNOs. Reducing the
output frequency of the data processed by the FE-RF means that the SHNO state detection
time (on/off) increases, losing the potential offered by working at GHz. For the reasons
given above, we chose the intermediate-frequency fIF = |fLO-fSHNO|= 100 MHz, with fLO
the local oscillator frequency, as sketched in the green box of Figure 3.

The building blocks of the RF-FE are, from left to right: (i) low-noise amplifier (LNA),
(ii) mixer, (iii) low-pass filter, (iv) intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifier, (v) envelope
detector (ED), (vi) comparator. Its input signal, with frequency fSHNO, is amplified by the
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LNA, and translated to an intermediate-frequency fIF via a mixer, to be finally filtered,
amplified and envelope detected.

The LNA boosts the SHNO output signal by a gain, GV,LNA, providing a good input
return loss with a low-noise figure (NF), as well as a good reverse isolation, especially to
reject spurs of the LO signal used in mixer. Next, there is a low-pass filter (LPF). Since one
of the operating assumptions of the SHNO is that the noise at its output is much below the
SHNO output signal (when considering an integrating bandwidth BWSHNO of ~100 MHz),
an LPF with a bandwidth of 100 MHz is placed to remove, in particular, the spurs generated
by the mixer noise and the out of band noise. After the LPF, an intermediate-frequency
amplifier is added to sufficiently boost the LPF output to reach the ED minimum input to
work properly. Finally, the ED DC output level is fed to the input of a comparator, which
decides whether the oscillator oscillates with enough power, or not.

In this RF-FE, the gain is the parameter of the chain (up to the rectifier) must be
maximized, regardless of the possible decrease in system linearity, only controlling that the
noise figure at the input is below an acceptable limit, set here at 5 dB.

Since this is the first time that this architecture has been designed with the specifica-
tions imposed by the SHNO, the top-down design approach could not be directly applied.
We apply a bottom-up approach, where the choice of the circuit architecture of each block
could not be decided from the beginning, as the implementation of one block influenced
the performance of the rest.

We propose the RF-FE design flow presented in Figure 4:

STEP 1. Start by fixing a set of initial parameters and limits: SHNO voltage where it is
considered to be turned on and off, VSHNO

ON/OFF, SHNO oscillation frequency fSHNO,
SHNO output impedance ZSHNO, intermediate-frequency fIF, voltage difference that
the comparator can discern, Vdetect_min, minimum bandwidth of the LPF, BWLPF

min,

and maximum noise figure NFmax of the RF-FE.

STEP 2. Design an LNA that maximizes its output voltage, Vout,LNA at fSHNO, and whose
noise figure NF is below NFmax. (Maximizing Vout,LNA implicitly means improve a
good LNA input matching).

STEP 3. Design a mixer (co-designed with the LNA) that maximizes its conversion gain
CGMixer. If Vout,LNA is substantially reduced (i.e., if the mixer excessively loads the
LNA), a new mixer should be designed. If it is not possible, a new LNA architecture
should be chosen to cope with the load fixed by the mixer.

STEP 4. Design an LPF (the simplest and with the smallest possible area) whose 3-dB
bandwidth, BWLPF, is fIF, and with a minimum loss in the transfer magnitude, LossLPF.

STEP 5. In parallel, design an Envelope Detector whose output DC voltage, VoED_DC, is
proportional to its output input and VoED_DC

OFF − VoED_DC
ON| > Vdetect_min. The

envelope detector fixes a minimum input voltage Vin_ED
min.

STEP 6. With the information found in STEP 4 and STEP 5, design an intermediate-
frequency amplifier IF-AMP, with a gain higher than GIF_AMP = GFE − GLNA −
CGMix + LossLPF. The RF-FE gain is defined as GFE = Vin_ED

min /VSHNO
ON. Now the

design is finished.

Throughout the design of all the blocks, the premise in all of them has been to look
for architecture that would consume as little energy as possible and occupy the least area,
meeting the design requirements of the RF-FE.

Next, we discuss the architecture chosen for each block of the RF-FE, with special
emphasis on the LNA.
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4.1. LNA

In the present application, the LNA design is particularly challenging due to the
SHNO output low signal levels, high working frequency near the microwave band, and
the SHNO high-output resistance. This leads to the need for the LNA: (1) to provide as
much voltage gain as possible; (2) to present the best possible matching to maximize power
with the SHNO output impedance; and (3) to have a low input noise figure. In addition, it
should have reduced area and low power consumption because p-RF-FEs are needed in the
NCS. All these factors lead to stringent design trade-offs.

The front end is designed to work with internal differential signals due to well-known
advantages. However, since the SHNO is a single-ended device, the LNA must be a
single-ended to differential architecture; subsequent blocks will henceforth be differential.

Since the SHNO output signal is inherently a narrow-band signal, initially, both
wideband LNAs (WB-LNAs) and narrow-band LNAs (NB-LNAs) can be employed. Let us
evaluate them qualitatively in terms of area, input matching, gain and noise figure.
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• Area: since p RF-FEs are needed, with p > 1 (see Figure 1), using NB-LNAs implies the
take-up of a lot of silicon area due to passive inductors. WB-LNAs with no inductors
occupy much less area.

• Input matching: since SHNO output impedance is far from (50 + 0j) Ω, input matching
is better achieved in NB-LNAs due to inductors. Conversely, in WB-LNAs, the real part
of the LNA input impedance Re(Zin) is generally adjusted using the input transistor
connected in a common-gate fashion, being Re(Zin) ∼= 1/gm at low frequency. If there
were no combination of transistor size and bias such that it generates a gm that gives a
good return loss, the matching would be compromised.

• Gain: for WB-LNAs, their gain can be low because this is, generally, directly pro-
portional to input transistor gm. Therefore, if ZSHNO is high, gm is low, and gain is
reduced. For NB-LNAs, the inductor input matching network helps both to boost the
gain and provides more degrees of freedom to achieve the matching.

• Noise Figure: Since improving matching and gain has a direct impact on noise reduc-
tion, it is expected that NB-LNAs have better noise figure than WB-LNAs.

Despite the drawbacks of working with WB-LNAs, we tried to use them to reduce
the occupied area, as in the first instance, they would not use inductors. We designed
several WB-LNA architectures trying to maximize gain, for a reasonable matching. We
choose the two most promising WB-LNAs architectures: (1) the basic WB CG-CS LNA [22]
of Figure 5a; and (2) the WB resistive feedback LNA [23] of Figure 5b. Regarding the
NB-LNAs, we choose a modified version of the LNA of [24], presented in Figure 5c, where
we replace the resistive loads by inductors L1 so as to reach higher gain without limiting
the current the LNA can drain without cutting off the transistors. The methodology applied
was presented in [25,26] with the semi-empirical MOS transistor model of [27].
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For WB-LNA schemes, we found that it is extremely difficult to achieve a good match-
ing between the SHNO and the LNA. On the one hand, canceling out the imaginary part of
the WB-LNA input impedance is an issue when working at 180 nm CMOS technologies.
Parasitic capacitances are so large that not reducing their effect means completely losing the
matching. Discarding the use of neither on-chip inductors, nor external matching networks
between the SHNO and the LNA, to mitigate this problem, we considered using a bonding
inductor between the SHNO and the LNA as part of its input matching network. Here, so as
not to place LNA and SHNO too far apart, we limit the wire-bond length to 3 mm, with its
inductance value around 3 nH, reducing the effect of the LNA input parasitic capacitances.
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On the other hand, for these WB-LNAs, even improving the imaginary part, the
matching is very poor when RSHNO = 300 Ω, since the resistive part of the input impedance
Re(Zin) is constrained to low values. For these WB-LNAs, the Re(Zin) is around 1/gm or
even lower. However, the gm value cannot be reduced without compromising the gain of
the WB-LNAs (gm is that of the input transistor MCS1 of the WB CG-CS LNA of Figure 5a,
and of transistor M3 of the WB resistive feedback LNA of Figure 5b.

For each of the LNAs of Figure 5, we chose a design with a good trade-off between insertion
loss and gain for RSHNO = 300 Ω at frequencies in the range of 5 GHz, and whose electrical
characteristics, obtained from an electrical simulator, are presented in Figure 6a,c,e (left column
of plots). In particular, for the NB-LNA, we applied the design meth-odology of [25,26] with
the semi-empirical MOS transistor model of [27].
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Let us now observe the performances of the designed LNAs at RSHNO = 300 Ω. The
matching is given in Figure 6a: for both WB-LNAs the matching is unacceptable at 5 GHz
(S11 much above −10 dB), and only for the NB-LNA, S11 is acceptable, reaching −12 dB.
Regarding the gain (shown in Figure 6c, we see that, at 5 GHz, the WB resistive feedback
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LNA reaches values of only 5 dB, the WB CG-CS LNA reaches 11.5 dB; and the NB-LNA
achieves almost 14 dB. Likewise, the noise figure for RSHNO = 300 Ω is plotted in Figure 6e.
When evaluated for 5 GHz, we observe an unacceptable noise figure (NF) of 10 dB in the
WB resistive feedback LNA, and a NF around 5 dB both for the WB CG-CS LNA and
the NB-LNA.

Finally, the LNAs designed for RSHNO = 300 Ω are also characterized for RSHNO = 50 Ω (see
Figure 6b,d,f, right column of plots) because (1) the LNA characterization in the laboratory
is made under this standard condition; and (2) in a possible reduction of RSHNO by SHNO
designers in the future, it is important to know how the LNA would behave in such a case.

For both RSHNO = 50 Ω and RSHNO = 300 Ω, the WB Feedback LNA has much lower
yield with respect to the other architectures for the three characteristics evaluated (S11, NF,
Gain) in the frequency range considered, so it was finally discarded, even though it would
be the ideal in terms of area for the lack of on-chip inductors.

The WB CG-CS LNA has much better performance but the choke Lchoke at the source
of MCS1 is a drawback for our application. If it is external, the p RF-FEs need p chokes,
which is unfeasible due to the practical difficulty of assembling the system. On the other
hand, integrated chokes are discarded due to their very low quality factor, which makes
the amplitude of the negative output, Vo−, much smaller than the positive one, Vo+, and
the differential signals Vo+ and Vo− would be very unbalanced (the phase between them is
far from being 180◦), losing the advantages of working with a differential architecture.

Consequently, from the above data, and considering the fact that performance will be
reduced when layout parasitics are taken into account, and since as much gain as possible
is needed in this application, it was decided to use the NB-LNA, despite the surplus of
silicon area due to the on-chip inductors.

The NB-balun LNA was fabricated under TSMC 180 nm technology. Its area is
(740 × 660) µm2, and whose microphotograph is shown in Figure 7a. Its current con-
sumption is 7.0 mA for VDD = 1.8 V at the frequency of interest. The LNA is fabricated
with an output buffer for test purposes. The equipment used for test purposes has been
the Agilent N5230A Network Analyzer, the Agilent N8974A Noise Figure Analyzer, the
Marki BALH-0010 balun, and the Cascade Microtech M150 measurement platform (see
Figure 7b). After de-embedding setup effects, the measured S11 and S21 (with the standard
50 Ω impedance of the Network Analyzer) are plotted in Figure 8 in blue, and the simulated
ones are plotted in orange. We also include S11 and S21 values translated to 300 Ω (in green)
for comparison purposes with the simulations presented in Figure 6. As observed, the
matching, gain and noise figure lost some performance, but we consider it acceptable at the
frequency of interest.

4.2. Mixer

From the perspective of power reduction of the whole system, the best mixer archi-
tecture should be a passive mixer, so it was the first choice despite it not contributing
any gain to the system. The passive mixer of [22], which includes the classic passive mixer
together with a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA), was first designed with a conversion gain of
GPassiveMix = 0.45 V/V @{5 GHz}. Without the mixer, the LNA gain GNB-balun LNA = 14 dB @
{5 GHz, RSHNO = 300 Ω} but, after coupling the passive mixer to the NB-balun LNA the
total gain was of only −2 dB. This means that the mixer excessively loads the LNA, causing
the LNA performance to break down so much as to make the LNA-mixer block contribute
no gain. This fact led to discarding this mixer architecture.
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Thus, we move to active mixers, among which we chose the one by
Klumperink et al. [28] (Figure 9) over others such as the Gilbert architecture because
the noise produced by the input transistors and LO port is common mode noise, which is
rejected at its differential output, reducing the NF of the mixer; also, the conversion gain
would be lower in the Gilbert cell at our working frequencies. The mixer was co-designed
with the LNA [29], by reducing the mixer input transistors to decrease, as much as possible,
the load of the LNA without diminishing the conversion gain of the mixer excessively.
Despite the mixer gain achieves GActiveMix = 8.5 V/V (see Figure 10), the gain of the com-
bined block [LNA + mixer] achieves 30 V/V (schematic view) because of the interaction
between them.
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4.3. Filter and Intermediate-Frequency Amplifier

The low-pass filter is implemented using the OTA-C architecture of [30], and the
schematic and layout are presented in Figure 11. Figure 12 displays its transfer function
(simulated under extracted view), where its −3 dB bandwidth falls at 580 MHz. Addition-
ally, the 180-degree phase difference between its output ports remains up to 2.5 GHz.

The intermediate-frequency amplifier is designed using the two-stage differential
pair-type architecture of Figure 13a, where pseudo-resistors were used to bias the input
transistors of both stages. In Figure 13b its layout is given.

Furthermore, the magnitude of its transfer function is given in Figure 14, where the
−3 dB bandwidth is in 106 MHz, providing at this point a gain of 16.85 dB.
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4.4. Envelope Detector

The following block after the intermediate-frequency amplifier is the envelope de-
tector. Its function is to try to differentiate when the SHNO oscillator is on or off. Here,
our intention is not to generate a perfectly shaped envelope signal, especially because,
with this technology and at the working frequency fif in the order of 100 MHz, it is not
feasible. The architecture we use is a modified version of the envelope detector presented by
Xia in [31], and shown in Figure 15. To have a detectable signal at its output (with respect
to when the input signal is negligible), its input voltage should be higher than 40 mVpp
(i.e., the SHNO is oscillating with a reasonable amplitude), which imposes a strong con-
straint to the FE blocks behind it. It forces the gain of the previous blocks to be of, at least,
100 V/V, i.e., 40 dB. The envelope detector is adjusted to have an output whose DC compo-
nent is proportional to the input signal amplitude. Its behavior is exemplified in Figure 16,
whose output is given for four envelope-detector inputs, Vin,env = {1, 10, 20, 30} µV as
well. It should be noted that in this architecture, the relationship is inverse, i.e., the higher
the amplitude, the lower the DC output. Whether the system considers that the SHNO
oscillates (SHNO ON) or not (SHNO OFF) depends on the threshold voltage, Vthres, chosen.
In the case exemplified here, Vthres = 1.4 V was taken, above which the SHNO is considered
OFF and below which is considered ON.
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4.5. Complete FE Block

With the blocks described above, the FE has been assembled and simulated. The
layout of the complete front end is presented Figure 17, whose area is of (1000 × 660) µm2.
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Considering the designs of the LNA and mixer as almost fixed—they were optimized
in their extracted layout version—the design of the rest of the blocks were slightly adjusted
to adapt them to the real load imposed by the consecutive block that follows each of them.

Given the complexity of the RF-FE and the application in which it will be used, it was
decided to gradually test the complete system blocks. Therefore, it was first decided to
independently characterize the LNA by manufacturing it separately. This approach will
make it possible to experimentally verify how good the coupling of the SHNO with the
LNA is, and to isolate possible problems that may arise in the next stages.

5. FE Results and Discussion

When only the NB-LNA is considered, and the extracted view is used, as shown in
Figure 8.a, the circuit is matched at 4.4 GHz with S11 = −25 dB, for RSHNO = 50 Ω. However,
when all the front end is simulated (with post-layout), the best coupling between the SHNO
and the LNA frequency is maintained at 4.4 GHz, with a S11 = −16 dB (see Figure 18).
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Relaxing the matching condition up to −10 dB, the LNA can be used up to 4.7 GHz.
Therefore, the local oscillator frequency fLO was fixed at 4.8 GHz to adjust, approximately,
the value of the intermediate-frequency fIF ≈ 100 MHz. The amplitude of the LO is fixed at
the supply voltage, VDD = 1.8 V. The reduction in operating frequency is possible because
the SHNO parameters can be adjusted to lower the frequency, keeping in mind that this
could reduce the performance of the SHNO at the output power level.

With the IF amplifier connected after the LPF, the capacitor that sets the LPF pole
was adjusted. The gain of the IF amplifier was then corrected to reach 20.5 mVpk for
RSHNO = 300 Ω, and 57 mVpk at RSHNO = 50 Ω at the input of the ED. This ensured the
correct operation of the ED in the most stringent situation.

Finally, we evaluated the complete front end by injecting two possible input volt-
ages: (1) Vin,FE = 1 µV, which exemplifies the SHNO output when it is switched off,
and (2) Vin,FE = 100 µV, in which the SHNO is oscillating with a sufficient amplitude. The
output of the envelope detector for both voltage values are reported in Figure 19. Depend-
ing on the RSHNO value, a correct choice of the threshold voltage will enable or not the
correct discrimination of the SHNO operating state. Here, for RSHNO = 50 Ω, Vthres = 1.3 V,
and for RSHNO = 300 Ω, Vthres = 1.475 V, to do the distinction of the status of the SHNO.
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Figure 19. Output of the FE for RSHNO= {50,300} Ω and Vin,FE = {1,100} µV.

The power consumption of the total FE is 15.4 mA at a supply voltage VDD = 1.8 V, and
whose distribution is presented in Figure 20. As expected, most of the power consumption
is divided between the LNA and the ED block; the former drains such a high amount of
current due to the need to match the LNA input with RSHNO = 300 Ω and to increase its
gain, and the latter because of the chosen high-frequency fIF.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

The design of a signal-detection system for SHNOs is highly complex due to the
peculiar characteristics of these devices, specifically their high oscillation frequencies, very
low output amplitudes and high-output resistances. This is further aggravated if the
180-nm technological node, due to the external FE requirements (homogeneous fabrication
with the SHNO), is fixed and it is not as low as it should be, considering the high working
frequencies that have been handled. It is expected that, if it is possible to design the SHNOs
and memristors in a smaller CMOS node, i.e., 65 nm, the whole performance improves,
enabling working at oscillation frequencies of 6 GHz.

A good coupling between the LNA block and the SHNO is hard to achieve due to
the SHNO high-output resistance, and forced to work with narrow-band architectures,
although this was detrimental to the FE due to the area occupied by its inductors. In
this first implementation, a low-pass filter has been used for simplicity, since a negligible
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noise was considered at the SHNO output with respect to its oscillation signal. Further
experimental work should be done to confirm this hypothesis.

Given the complexity of the RF-FE and its application, the different RF-FE blocks have
been separately manufactured. This approach will make it possible to experimentally verify
how good the coupling of the SHNO with the LNA is, and to isolate possible problems
that may arise in the next RF-FE stages. This paper reports experimental characterization
of the isolated LNA block, which satisfies the needed requirements. Further work will
be done to experimentally characterize other RF-FE stages and their couplings. Once this
characterization is complete, the fabrication of the complete RF-FE will take place.
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